WIN EMMONS
Waco, Texas

Xxxx, X xxxxx xxxx I tell actor Lancaster that I’m ready for a massage
Xxxxxxx xx Xxxxxx’x xxxxx xxx? I muse; has George Bush’s chief of staff been discharged?
Xx, X Xxxx xx Mother, I’ve got the starring role in La Boheme
“Xxxx,” xxxxxxx Xx, “X xxxxxx? Edward infers that he sees certain large flightless birds
Xxxx, Xxxxxx xxxx xx xxxx xxxxx. —Xx Gore’s note to actress Turner describing the rurality of Belgium’s capital

Xxxxxxx’x xxxxx a hermit’s stomach ailment
Xxxx Xxxxx ideal name for the national airline of an Asian country
Xxxx, xx xxx’x xx xxxxx Thomas Hardy’s heroine is told that her derriere is valuable
Xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx xx the Egyptian maiden resembles a monkey
Xxxx xx xxxxx xx xx xxxxxxx Moroccan debutante refuses to get laid in the boudoir

Xxxx xx xx xxxx lined up to take oaths of office
Xx, xx Xxxxxx X xx Mother, you can find me in the sea off the coast of Greece
Xx, Xxxxxx X xxxxxxxx I spear a talk-show hostess--not a whale
Xxx xxx? Xxx xxx let’s order Chinese soup later
Xx, Xxxxxx xxxx xxxx? Xx x xx! Lincoln tells his mother that the thought of Illinois leaving the Union makes him sick

X xxxxx? Xx x xxxxxxxx Charlie Chaplin’s wife is restrained by using a hangman’s knot
Xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx impending disaster associated with a sullen infant
Xxxx xxxxx fun run for lawyers
Xx xxxxxxxx Xxxxx Donald Trump’s ex-wife when she works on front ends in auto repair
Xxxx xxxxxxxx xxx xxxxxxx an Indian points out portable computers in a small eating Establishment owned by the white man

Xx, X xxxxxxx x xxxxx xxxxxxxx Edward, I saw a West Pointer on deck
Xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx: xxxxxxxx xx, Xxx! college maxim: drain the glasses!
Xxxxxxxx Xxxx’x xxxx long-distance swimmer Diana’s belief that the world will soon end
Xxx? XXX xx xxxxx get it? the tax agency doesn’t yield an inch
Xxx, Xxxxxx’x xx xxxxxx xxxxxxxx Reginald, Olympic gymnast Comencini is no threat to dwarf Japanese trees

Xxxxxxxx xxxxx xx Xx! remove the leaves from Edward’s ass!
Xxxxx xxxxx xx x Xxxxxxxx xxx Actor George lives in a Spanish swamp
Xxxx xxxxxxxx marionettes into heavy aerobic exercise
Xxx xxx xxxxxxxx Senator McCarthy, insisting upon the identification of fellow travelers
X XX xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx Xxxxxx a continuing persecution of district attorneys in Reno enriched State coffers